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ON THE DIMENSION OF DISCRETE
VALUATIONS OF k((X
1











Let v be a rank-one disrete valuation of the eld k((X
1
; : : : ; X
n
)).
We know, after [1℄, that if n = 2 then the dimension of v is 1 and if v is
the usual order funtion over k((X
1
; : : : ; X
n
)) its dimension is n   1. In
this paper we prove that, in the general ase, the dimension of a rank-one
disrete valuation an be any number between 1 and n  1.
1 TERMINOLOGY AND PRELIMINARIES
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its maximal ideal and 
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. Throughout this paper \disrete valuation of K
n
jk" will mean \rank-
one disrete valuation of K
n
jk whose enter in R
n
be the maximal ideal M
n
".
The dimension of v is the transendene degree of 
v
over k. We shall suppose





be the ompletion of K
n











the ring, maximal ideal and the residual eld of bv,
respetively.

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2 THE DIMENSION OF v
Fix a number m between 1 and n  1. We are featuring a onstrutive method
in order to obtain examples of valuations with dimension m.
Let us onsider the following homomorphism:
' : k[[X
1




















where k(u) stands for the algebrai losure of k(u) and 2 < p
3




Lemma 1 The homomorphism ' is one to one.













; j  1g)
for all i  3.
Let us suppose that ' is not one to one, then ker(') 6= f0g. So let f be
a non-zero element of M = (X
1
; : : : ; X
n
) suh that f 2 ker('). Let m be the
higher index suh that f 2 k[[X
1
; : : : ; X
m
℄℄.
If m = 1 or 2, trivially we have a ontradition.































We know that f 2 ker( ) and this kernel is a prime ideal beause  is an
homomorphism between integral domains. We an write f = t
r
g, with r  0
and t doesn't divide to g. This fores g to have some non-trivial terms inX
3
. Let
s > 0 be the minimum suh that X
s
3
is one of these terms. By the Weierstrass















+ : : :+ a
s
(t):
Sine U is a unit, g
0


























℄℄, with q 2 Z,
by the Puiseux theorem.
If m > 3 let us take
f = f('(X
1




























As in the previous ase we an write f = t
r
















+ : : :+ b
r


















But this is again a ontradition by the Puiseux theorem: sine ker( ) is a prime
ideal, we an suppose that h
0





In this situation the Puiseux theorem says that to obtain the oeÆients of a
root of h
0
= 0, like a Puiseux series in t with oeÆients in k(u), we have to





we an not obtain u
1=p
m
and, with a nite number of algebrai




but not all. So this
proves the lemma.
We shall extend to the quotient elds this injetive homomorphism for giving
an example of a rank-one disrete valuation of k((X
1
; : : : ; X
n
)) of dimension 1.
Lemma 2 There exists a rank-one disrete valuation of k((X
1




Proof: We know that the homomorphism
' : k[[X
1
; : : : ; X
n
℄℄! k(u)[[t℄℄
previously dened is one to one. So we an take the valuation v =  Æ', where
 is the usual order funtion over K(u)((t)) in t and ' is the natural extension








. Hene, to obtain
the lemma we have to prove that  =2 k and 
v
is an algebrai extension of
k().


































) = 1 and we have a ontradition. Hene  =2 k.
Let us prove that 
v
is an algebrai extension of k(). We an onsider eah
element of k[[X
1
; : : : ; X
n
℄℄ like a sum of forms with respet to the usual degree.
If f
r




P , with P a polynomial in u and a




Let us take f; g 2 k[[X
1
; : : : ; X
n













is algebrai over k(u). Let us onsider

















(u) 2 k[u℄ for all i and 
0










































+ : : :+ 
m
(u);
















This proves that f=g+m
v
is an algebrai element over k() and, a fortiori, the
lemma.
Lemma 3 The dimension of a rank-one disrete valuation of k((X
1
; : : : ; X
n
))
is between 1 and n  1.
Proof: We know, after [1℄, that the dimension of a rank-one disrete valuation
of k((X
1
; : : : ; X
n
)) is minor or equal than n  1. So we have to prove that there
exists a transendental residue in 
v
.

























. If this residue lies in k then
there exists a
21







































































































If the residue of this element lies too in k, then there must exist a
22


























. We an repeat this operation.

























being formally independent. So the proedure must stop and there exists a
transendental element over k in 
v
.
Theorem 4 Let m be a xed number between 1 and n  1, then there exists a
rank-one disrete valuation of k((X
1
; : : : ; X
n
)) of dimension m.
Proof: Let us onsider the one to one (the proof of injetivity parallels that
of lemma 1) homomorphism
' k[[X
1































if i > m+ 1:
We an take the valuation v :=  Æ ', with  the usual order funtion in
k(u)[[t
1
; : : : ; t
m
℄℄ and ' the natural extension to the quotient elds. We know










































of lemma 2. So the dimension of v is m.
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